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Test of High Temperature Superconducting REBCO
Coil Assembly for a Multi-Frequency ECR Ion

Source
Tsun Him Chong, Mitsuhiro Fukuda, Tetsuhiko Yorita, Hiroki Kanda, Shigeo Nagaya, Atsushi Ishiyama, So

Noguchi, Hiroshi Ueda, Satoshi Fukui, Tomonori Watanabe, Jun Yoshida, Takashi Hirayama, Yukio
Mikami, Yuji Matsubara and Takashi Kitamura

Abstract—High temperature superconducting REBCO tape
has the characteristic of maintaining high critical current
density under strong external magnetic field, which makes it an
ideal material for the construction of air-core electromagnets of
accelerator and electron cyclotron resonance (ECR) ion source.
In Research Center for Nuclear Physics, Osaka University, a
non-insulated air-cored REBCO coil assembly has been con-
structed. This coil assebmly consists of three circular REBCO
solenoid and six racetrack REBCO coil. This coil assembly
will be used as an electromagnet of a multi-frequency ECR ion
source, and is also developed as a key technology development
of an air-core cyclotron. The magnetic field of this ion source
are designed, and 77K performance tests of the assembly are
carried out in order to examine the capability of REBCO coils
of inducing magnetic field under external field. In this work,
the test results and the magnetic field designed for the ECR
ion source will be presented and discussed.

Index Terms—HTS-magnet, REBCO, Ion Source.

I. Introduction

MAGNETIC field and RF wave is required for ECR
ion source to confine electron and produce high

charge ion beam. With stronger magnetic field, ECR ion
source are expected to be capable of producing higher
charge and higher intensity ion beam [1]. While there is
project that use low temperature superconducting (LTS)
magnet for the next generation ECR ion source [2],
non-insulated REBCO magnet can also be a promising
candidate to provide strong magnetic field. With its
high heat stability [3] and high critical current density
under strong external magnetic field [4], stable-operation
high intensity ECR ion source can be achieved. How-
ever, the fabrication technique of non-insulated REBCO
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Fig. 1. Coil assembly of HTS-ECR.

magnet is not mature yet, and further study of its
electro-magneitc characteristics and stability is necessary.
Therefore, a High Temperature Superconducting ECR
ion source (HTS-ECR) is under development in Research
Center for Nuclear Physics(RCNP), Osaka University.
HTS-ECR uses a non-insulated air-cored REBCO coil
assembly as electromagnet, which consists of 3 solenoids
and 6 racetrack sextupole coils. HTS-ECR is also an
key technology development for skeleton cyclotron [5],
an air-cored cyclotron which is also under development
at RCNP. In the development of HTS-ECR, the non-
insulation air-cored REBCO coils’ performance under
complicated configuration external field are investigated.

II. Design and coil configuration of HTS-ECR
HTS-ECR uses three REBCO solenoids and six race-

track sextupole REBCO coils as electromagnet. Both
solenoids and racetrack coils are non-insulated, and have
double pancake structure. The fabricated and assemblied
coils are shown in Fig. 1. From the injection end, the 3
solenoids are called M1-1, M1-2, PC and M2 solenoid.
The turn numbers of each coil are also specified in the
figure. The three solenoids will induce magnetic filed for
electron confinement in axial direction, and the 6 sextupole
coils will induce magnetic field for radial direction electron
confinement.

The specification of HTS-ECR is shown in Table. I.
The solenoids have bore diameter of 190 mm and outer
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TABLE I
Specification of HTS-ECR

Solenoid bore diameter ∼ 190 mm
Solenoid outer diameter ∼ 220 mm

Racetrack coil length ∼ 240 mm
Racetrack coil bend radius ∼ 25 mm

Particle type H+, D+ and He2+
Operation Temperature 20 ∼30 K

Cooling GM cryocooler
RF frequency 2.45 GHz and 10 GHz

Fig. 2. Designed axial magnetic field for HTS-ECR.

TABLE II
Required current of each coil for magnetic field induction.

10 GHz mode 2.45 GHz mode
M1 solenoid 500 A 101.8 A
PC solenoid -420 A -66.6 A
M2 solenoid 550 A 103 A

Sextupole coil 250 A 250 A

diameter of 220 mm. The racetrack coils have length of
240 mm in the axial direction, and bend radius of 25 mm
in both end. The particle type of the beam is designed
to be H+, D+ and He2+, for the application of medical
RI production. In order to examine the REBCO coils’
capability of inducing varient magnetic field configuration,
HTS-ECR will have two RF operation frequency as 2.45
GHz and 10 GHz.

III. Magnetic Field of HTS-ECR
A. Designed Magnetic Field

Magnetic field for HTS-ECR is designed and shown in
Fig. 2. The required current of each coil are shown in
Table. II.

In Fig. 2, pink line is the axial field for 2.45 GHz
operation, black line is the field for 10 GHz operation
mode. Dashed line is the resonance field BECR for each
mode. ECR effect is expected to occur where magnetic
field met the resonance field, and electron would gain
energy from the inputed RF wave. This region is shown as
resonance zone in Fig. 2. Mini-B configuration will be used
for both 2.45 GHz and 10 GHz operation mode [6]. M1

and M2 solenoid will produce strong field on the injection
and extraction end, where PC solenoid will be used to
adjust the minimum field at the center. An iron plate is
placed at the extraction end to decrease the magnetic field
magnitude on the down stream, in order to maintain a low
beam emittance. In Fig.2, the ECR zone is placed at the
bottom part of the magnetic field, in order to maximize
the electron energy gain [7]. Also, in a magnetized plasma,
including ECR ion source, input RF wave may be cut off
due to its dispersion relation inside the plasma. In order to
deliver sufficient energy to the resonance zone and produce
high intensity beam, it is critical to avoid RF wave cut-off
in ECR ion source. Especially for the R-wave, which is the
principle wave corresponding to the ECR effect. [8] The
R-wave cut-off criterion is given as below.

ω =
(ωce +

√
ω2
ce + 4ω2

pe)

2
(1)

In Eq. 1, ω is the angular frequency of the inputed RF,
which is proportional to the resonance field BECR. ωce is
the electron cyclotron frequency, which is proportional to
the magnetic field B. ωpe is the plasma frequency, which is
porportional to the electron density. The designed field in
Fig. 2 has magnetic filed B larger than BECR everywhere
inside the plasma chamber, which makes ωce always larger
than ω. Therefore R-wave cut-off criterion will never be
met, and HTS-ECR is expected to be capable of high
intensity beam production.

B. Magnetic Field on REBCO coils.
In order to induced the designed magnetic field, REBCO

coils in HTS-ECR need to be applied with high current
density under strong external magnetic field. Magnetic
field, especially field component that is perpendicular to
the HTS tape surface, will limit the critical current density
of the coil [9]. Therefore, magnetic field amplitude on the
coil surface is investigated in order to ensure that the
REBCO coils are capable of producing the designed field.
The analysis is done by using OPERA-3D, a simulation
software with finite element method. In the simulation,
an iron plate is placed at the down stream of the coil
assembly, and the coil assembly is set to be surrounded
by vacuum.

The magnetic field on coil surface in 10 GHz operation
mode is shown in Fig. 3. In Fig. 3, the iron plate has the
highest magnetic field magnitude on its surface. Among
the coils, M1 solenoid has the highest surface magnetic
field with |Bmax| ∼ 3000 mT. This is due to the magnetic
field peak at the injection end.

The magneitc field on M1 solenoid and sextupole are
further investigated. The result is shown in Fig. 4.

In Fig. 4, the magnitude of the magnetic field is shown.
Also, magnitudes of the perpendicular field component B⊥
on some characteristic spot of the coil are also shwon in
number. For M1 solenoid, the inner side of the coil has
the strongest |B|. However, for perpendicular magnetic
field component, the edge of the outter side of the coil
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Fig. 3. Magnetic field magnitude on coils and the iron plate in 10
GHz operation mode.

Fig. 4. Magnetic field magnitude on M1 solenoid and sextupole coil
in 10 GHz operation mode. Magnitude of magnetic field component
that is perpendicular to the tape surface is also shown in number.

suffers the strongest B⊥. The maximum B⊥ is about 2200
mT. For sextupole coil, the injection side suffer strongder
external magnetic field. The B⊥ on the straight part of
the racetrack coil is around 600 mT, while the strongest
B⊥ is on the curved part, which is around 1400 mT.

The magnetic field around M1 solenoid and sextupole
coil is shown in vector form in Fig. 5. Figure 5 shows that
the magnetic field which sextupole coils are suffering, is
mostly induced by M1 solenoid. In the meantime, field that
M1 solenoid suffers is mostly due to its self field. Therefore,
we conclude that the critical current of the sextupole coils
are limited by the peak field at the injection. In other
words, the radial direction magnetic field in HTS-ECR is
limited by the axial peak filed on the axial direction.

IV. Performance Test in 77 K
Performance tests were done in order to investigate

the coils’ critical current under external magnetic field.
The setup of the performance test is shown in Fig. 6.
In the test, the coil assembly is put inside a styrene box
and submerged in liquid nitrogen, in order to create a
77 K enviroment. Two power supply is used in the test.
One is used to apply current to one of the sextupole coil
(SC6). Another power supply is used to apply current to

Fig. 5. Magnetic field vector around M1 solenoid and sextupole.

Fig. 6. Setup of performance test in 77 K. The coil assembly is put
inside a styrene box and submerged in liquid nitrogen.

M1-2, PC and M2 solenoid in series. Digital multimeter
(Keithley, DMM6500) is connected to the two end of each
coil in order to measure the induced voltage. During the
test, current is applied to M1-2, PC and M2 coil as back
ground, so that SC6 would suffer magnetic field induced
by the solenoids. With this set up, current is applied to
SC6, and its I-V characterstics under external magnetic
field was measured.

The test result is shown in Fig. 7. Figure 7 shows the
I-V characteristics of SC6 while solenoids are applied with
current of 0 A, 30 A, 60 A, 90 A and 120 A. The external
magnetic field dependency can be seen in the result, where
under a stronger external field the coil voltage increase
with lower applied current. The magnetic field on SC6
in each case is also calculated. When 75 A of current is
applied to SC6, with current of 0 A, 30 A, 60 A, 90 A
and 120 A in solenoids, the maximum B⊥ on SC6 was
about 100 mT, 115 mT, 130 mT, 150 mT and 160 mT
respectively.

The n value of the coil is also shown in Fig. 7. With
solenoids current of 0 A and 120 A, the n value was
about 21.4 and 24.4 respectively. With the phase transition
criterion as 10 µV/cm, the criterion for SC6 is 32 mV.
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Fig. 7. I-V characteristic of sextupole coil No. 6. Different color line
stands for result with different current applied on M1-2, PC, M2
solenoid.

Evaluated from the n value, with 0 A and 120 A current
in solenoids, the critical current of SC6 is 97.5 A and 94.5
A, respectively.

Since the tape used in the coil has a lift factor = 4 (20
K, 2.5 T/ 77K, s.f.) [10], the critical current for SC6 in
20 K operation is around 390 A, which is higher than the
required current 250 A for the designed field. Therefore,
we concluded that the sexdtupole coil we fabricated is
capable of inducing the field for a high performance ECR
ion soruce.

Performance test result of disassembled coil can be
found in the refernce [11].

V. Summary
Non-insulated air-cored REBCO coils were fabricated

and assembled as an electromagnet for HTS-ECR. It
consists of 3 solenoids and 6 racetrack sextupole coils.
The coil assembly will produce magnetic field for 2.45
GHz and 10 GHz ECR ion source operation. Magnetic
field was designed for the ion source, and the solenoids
and sextupole coils are expected to suffer maximum B⊥
of 2200 mT and 1400 mT in 10 GHz operation mode.

In the performance, the I-V characteristics of sextupole
coil No.6 under external field was measured. From the
test result, the critical current of the sextupole coil in
77 K is evaulated as 97.5 A in self field, and 94.5 A in
maximum 160 mT of B⊥. With the lift factor of the tape,
the sextupole coil is expected to have a critical current
higher than the required current for HTS-ECR in 20 K,
2.5 T enviroment.

In the future, coil assembly performance test in 20 K
enviroment will be done. The magnetic field induced by the
coil assembly will also be measured, in order to investigate
the magnetic field stability and accuracy.
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